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The overall objective of this two-year study was to evaluate the water quality in the
thirty-seven sub-basin watersheds in the Illinois River in Arkansas and to arrive at a
watershed prioritization list to use in targeting non-point source activities. A water
quality monitoring program was conducted with sampling in all thirty-seven sub-basins
during both storm and base flow events and more intensive sampling in eight
representative sub-basins during stOffil events. Each sub-basin was sampled seasonally
during low flow (base-flow) conditions and during high flow storm (storm flow)
conditions. In addition to the regular sampling, the intensive sub-basins were sampled
approximately 20 additional times during high flow.
The base flow and stOml flow in each sub-basin was detemlined by a combination of
measurements, modeling and estimation. Yearly average parameter concentrations and
unit area loads (kg/ha-yr) were calculated for each sub-basin for total phosphorus. total
nitrogen, and total suspended solids. The yearly parameter concentrations and unit area
loads for headwater sub-basins were calculated directly from the measured median
concentrations. The sub-basin yearly average concentration was equal to the product of
the measured base flow median concentration times the fraction of base flow to total flow
plus the product of the measured storm flow medium concentration times the fraction of
stonn flow to total flow. This yearly average sub-basin concentration represents the
annual flow weighted average concentration for the sub-basin. However, yearly average
concentrations and unit area loads for non headwater sub-basins and sub-basins receiving
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point source loads were not calculated directly because of the uncertainty of upstream
load contributions from upstream basins or point sources.
In order to determine concentrations and loads for non~headwater sub-basins, modeling
was used. Yearly average concentrations were modeled using the data from 16
headwaters ub-basins ampled, land use infonnation, the median stann and base flow
concentrations, and the storm and base flow rates. A model was developed based on total
phosphorus, total nitrogen, and total suspended solids. A multiple linear regression
analysis was performed between the headwater sub-basin yearly average concentration
and the land use percentages in each sub-basin. This model was then used to calculate a
yearly average concentration in each of the non-headwater sub-basins.
The calculated and modeled yearly average concentrations for each sub-basin was
multiplied by the total flow to determine the total load and the total load was divided by
the area to determine the load per unit area. The sub-basins were prioritized on the basis
of annual unit area loads in kg/ha-yr. Three different prioritization rankings were
developed based on three different parameters. The parameters that were emphasized
were total phosphorus, total nitrogen, and total suspended solids. Each parameter
prioritization was divided into three approximately equal priority ranking groups. The










Total Suspended Solids, kg/ha-yr
The following table list all of the sub-basins and the priority ranking for total phosphorus,
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INTRODUCTION
The Illinois River Basin has experienced water quality impaimlent from nonpoint source
pollution for many years.This fact was well documented in the State of Arkansas' Water Quality
Assessment report, the Soil Conservation Service River Basin Study, and several University of
Arkansas 
studies. In the Arkansas portion of the Basin, the Illinois River,' Evansville Creek,
Baron Fork, Cincinnati Creek, Muddy Fork, Moores Creek, Clear Creek, Osage Creek and Flint
Creek were all classified as not supporting their designated use as primary contact recreation
streams. The identified causes of the impaimlent were: sediment, bacteria and nutrients.
The
probable subcategory for the impairment was considered to be confined animal
management/holding areas in all cases. Since much of the area is rapidly developing as an
urban/suburban area, it is reasonable to believe that there are other unidentified causes of water
quality impairment as well.
A considerable amount of money is being spent on Best Management Practice implementation in
the Basin. The projects have been in many ways selected by a shotgun approach. Only in the
Muddy Fork Hydrologic Unit Project are funds concentrated toward a specific area. Assistance
in other areas is mainly on a first come, first serve basis. Prioritization of watersheds within the
Basin will allow all agencies to target their efforts toward the most critical areas first.
The Oklahoma Conservation Commission has already prioritized watersheds in the Oklahoma
portion of the Illinois River basin. The prioritization of watersheds proposed in this project is
designed to use watersheds of similar size as those identified in Oklahoma.The parameters used
in Arkansas' prioritization are also compatible with those of the Oklahoma Conservation
Commission. A meeting was held on May 6, 1992 between the Oklahoma Conservation
1
Commission, the A WRC and the ASWCC to discuss the relative merits of the prioritization. It
was agreed at that meeting that the two states were using compatible systems.
Thirty-seven sub-watersheds have been identified by the SCS in the Arkansas portion of the
Illinois River basin. These watersheds are similar in area to those identified in the Oklahoma
watershed prioritization project. To maintain continuity, the sub watersheds defined by NRCS
were used in this project.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
list to use in targeting nonpoint source activities.
agreement between ASWCC and the Arkansas Water Resources Center (A WRC) work on this
and approved by USEPA on November 19, 1992,
The ideal way to prioritize the basins would be to conduct a thorough analysis of the water
all thirty-seven basins was considered too expensive and a less-than-thorough analysis could
have led to faulty conclusions about the water quality in the basins. Therefore, a combination of
limited sampling and modeling techniques were used to prioritize the basins.
Both base flow and storm events were analyzed since activities in a sub-basin affect stream water
quality in two ways. First, pollutants entering the stream can have a direct effect on water
quality in the stream and thus the ecology of the streams within the sub-basin. The sub-basin
effects can be determined by measuring the water quality and conducting a rapid bioassessment
on the stream in the sub-basin. Second, pollutants can be transported out of the sub-basin and
affect the water quality in basins and reservoirs downstream from the sub-basin.The transport of
pollutants (pollutant flux) out of the basin can be detennined by measuring both the water quality
and the flow rate out of the basin. In this watershed, most of the pollutants that are transported
~
downstream are carried during the relatively short duration, high flows caused by stoffil events,
Estimations of flux based on monthly grab samples can and usually do under predict the actual
flux from a basin.
Study Approach:
A water quality monitoring program was conducted with some sampling in all thirty-seven sub-
basins during both storm and base flow events and more intensive sampling in eight
representative sub-basins during storm events. The representative sub-basins were selected so
that four predominant land use patterns were represented in both the Springfield Plateau and
Boston Mountains physiographic regions. Land use patterns considered included forest, pasture,
urban and concentrated confined animal feeding/rearing operations.
Sampling in all sub-basins was used to acquire water quality data needed to establish
relationships between land use and water quality in the Illinois River Basin. At the same time, a
geographical information system (GIS) developed for the Muddy Fork of the Illinois River Basin
in Arkansas was expanded to include the entire Basin. This GIS database contains infonnation
about land use and other features that might influence water quality in the basins. It was
deternlined from the combination of GIS work and the water quality work that functional
relationships existed between land use and total phosphorus, nitrate nitrogen, TKN nitrogen and
total suspended solids concentrations in the sub-basins. The models developed were ultimately
only used to predict nonpoint source contributions from sub-basins that were either under the
influence of an upstream basin or had a point source contribution from a wastewater treatment
facility .
ASWCC conducted rapid bioassessments in the Illinois River basin under a separately funded
4
project. A WRC will not utilize the results from this sampling as an input to the prioritization
process.
The GIS that was used for the Illinois River Basin is similar to the work of Scott (1991) who
reported on the GIS developed for the Muddy Fork watershed. The GIS software used was the
Geographical Resources Analysis Support System which is known by the acronym GRASS,
This software is public domain and will run on a Sun SP ARC station in UNIX.
The primary databases utilized included: elevation, transportation, hydrography, soils, geology
and land use.
Description of sub-basins and sample locations
The Illinois River Basin in Arkansas was subdivided into thirty-seven sub-basins. Figure 1
shows a general map of the Illinois River drainage basin in Arkansas and approximate sample
locations. Figure 2 shows the outlines of all thirty-seven sub-basins. Table 1 lists each sub-basin
and gives the total area and percent area in each of six land use categories.The land use and land
area data comes from GIS databases provided by H. Don Scott. The GIS procedures and data
bases are presented in Appendix A. Figure 3 shown a schematic of the sub-basins and the major
point source locations.
Table 2 shows the category of each sub-basin and whether the sub-basin flow contributes to the
flow in the main stem of the Illinois River in Arkansas. Each sub-basins is categorized in one of
the following ways.
5
Headwaters -A sub-basin that receives no other sub-basin flow or point source discharge.
(The 
category headwaters ub-basin will include intensive sub-basins.)
Intensive -A headwater sub-basin that was sampled more intensively than a typical
headwater sub-basin
~ -A sub-basin that receives the flow from another sub-basin.
.sIP. -A sub-basin that receives the flow from a point source discharge from a city
wastewater treatment plant.
6
Figure 1. Generalized Location Map
7
Figure 2. Sub-basins in the Illinois River in Arkansas
8
Table 1
Sub-basin Land Use Patterns



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sampling locations were picked as near to the downstream drainage location in each sub-basin as
possible. The actual sample locations were located at convenient access points from which
representative samples could be collected. The approximate locations of the sampling sites are



























Tl6N-R32W, Section 2, Wheeler
Quad, C37 offSH16
Tl7N-R32W, Section 36, Wheeler
Quad, SH16 (bridge)
Tl6N-R31 W, Section 20, Wheeler
Quad, C646
T 15N -R31 W, Section 8, Prairie
Grove Quad, USH62 (bridge)
Tl7N-R31 W, Section 33, Wheeler
Quad, C842
Tl7N-R32W, Section 31, Wheeler
Quad, C845
Tl7N-R32W, Section 23, Robinson
Quad, C848
Tl7N-R32W, Section 4, Gallatin
Quad, C 196
T18N-R32W, Section 36, Robinson
Quad, USH412
T18N-R31W, Section 33, Robinson
Quad, C60
T18N-R32W, Section 34, Gallatin
Quad, C9 near Logan
T18N-R31W, Section 1
Bentonville South Quad, SH264
Tl7N-R32W, Section 27, Gallatin
Quad, C12
T18N-R32W, Section 20, Robinson
Quad, C218








T16N-R32W, Section 23, Wheeler
Quad, C612
T15N-R32W, Section 13, Prairie
Grove Quad, C64
T16N-R32W, Section 34, Wheeler
Quad, C62
















TI6N-R32W, Section 22, Wheeler
Quad, C612
TI9N-R26E, Section 7, Siloam
Springs Quad, FAS 2486 (OK)
TI7N-R33W, Section 31, Watts
Quad, SH59
TI7N-R32W, Section 18, Gallatin
Quad, NFM, C3
TI7N-R32W, Section 9, Gallatin
Quad, C 196
TI7N-R33W, Section 1, Gallatin
Quad, USH412
TI8N-R34W, Section 24, Siloam
Springs Quad, SH43
TI8N-R34W, See 610, Northern
fork
TI8N-R34W, Section 31, Siloam
Springs Quad, John Brown Univ.
TI6N-R33W, Section 8, Watts
Quad, C25
TI6N-R33W, Section 8, Watts
Quad, C25
TI5N-R33W, Section 7, Westville
Quad, C76 (Ballard Crk Rd)
TI4N-R33W, Section 21, Lincoln








(*=Reservoir Outlet, C=COUNTY, SH=ST ATE HIGHWAY, USH=U .S. HIGHWAY)
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Sampling Results
flow storm (storm flow) conditions. In addition to the regular sampling, the intensive sub-basins
were sampled approximately 20 additional times during high flow. All of the water quality lab
results are shown in data tables in Appendix B. The data tables in Appendix B show the
following information for each sample collected:
1 The sub-basin number
2. The date the sample was collected
3. whether the sample was collected during stonn or base flow condition
4. The value of the measured parameter
5. The minimum, maximum, mean, and median values for both storm and base flow
samples for each sub-basin
Data tables for the non-headwater (other) and STP sub-basins reflect the contributions of the
given parameters from the upstream sub-basins and point sources
Sub-Basin Flow Determination
The base flow and stOrnl flow in each sub-basin was deternlined by a combination of
measurements, modeling and estimation. First, the total flow in the Illinois River in Arkansas
was established from USGS gauging station records. Second, the base and storm flow portion of
the total flow was established. Third, the measured base flows in all the sub-basins were
proportioned to equal the total base flow. Fourth, the sub-basin storm flows were estimated and
15
proportioned to equal the total stOml flow.
Estimate of the Total Flow in the Main Stem of the Illinois River in Arkansas
The flow at the USGS gauging station on the Illinois River at Oklahoma Highway 59 at Watts,
OK was used for detemlination of flow estimation for modeling. The annual average flows at
Watts for the calendar years 1992 through 1995 are listed.





Flows in the Arkansas portion of the main stem of the Illinois River were based on an annual
average flow of760 cfs.
~
StOml flow rates were based on an observation of the flow patterns of USGS daily flow records
at Watts for 1993-94. The base flow portion of each years total flow was determined by
assuming that the base flow was the lowest daily flow for that month. The storm flow was than
calculated by subtracting the lowest daily flow in each month from the total flow for that month
16
and then summing the twelvemonths flows. The resulting storm flow percentage fore each year
is shown.




The estimated storm flow in the Arkansas portion of the main stem of the Illinois River was
estimated as 60% of760 cis. The resulting estimated flows were used in this evaluation.
Estimated Total. Storm. and Base Annual AveraQ:e Flows
in Main Stem of Illinois River in Arkansas
Total Flow = 760 cfs
Storm Flow = 456 cfs
Base Flow = 304 cfs
Base Flow in the Sub-basins
The base flow in all basins was measured during June-August, 1995 during low flow conditions
at least seven days after any rainfall event. Because the flows were measured during dry
Summer conditions the sum of the measured base flows was lower than estimated annual average
base flows. The measured base flows were scaled up by a multiplication factor so that the sum
of the base flows in the main stem was equal to the 304 cfs annual average base flow estimate
and the remainder of the base flows were scaled up in the same proportion..
17
Estimates of the Storm Flows in Sub-basins44-
The storm flows in each sub-basin were estimated by the following process. First, a two-year
twenty-four hour stOml runoff simulation was perfomled using HEC-I computer simulation
software. The ratio of simulated runoff from each sub-basin to the sum of all the basins was
calculated. Next, the ratio of simulated runoff for each sub-basin was multiplied by the total
assumed storm flow (456 cfs) for all of the main stem basins.Those Sub-basins not contributing
to the main stem in Arkansas were calculated by scaling up each sub-basin flow by the ratio of
the main stem total flow to the main stem total simulated flow. Table 4 shows the annual average




Illinois River Basin In Arkansas



















































































































Basin # Basin Name Category
110 Lake Wedington Headwaters
120 Ruby Other
130 Goose Creek Intensive
140 Upper Illinois Intensive
220 Hamstring Headwaters





351 Lower Osage Other
352 Upper Osage STP
360 Galey Intensive
371 Lick Branch Headwaters




410 Muddy Fork STP
420 Blair Creek Headwaters
430 Lower Moores Other
440 Upper Moores Headwaters
450 Kinion Headwaters
510 Francis Headwaters









810 Upper Ballard Headwaters
820 Baron Fork STP
830 Evansville Headwaters
840 Fly Creek Head\vaters
19
Sub-Basin Unit Area Load Modeling
Yearly average parameter concentrations and unit area loads (kg/ha-yr) were calculated for each
sub-basin for total phosphorus, total nitrogen, and total suspended solids. The yearly parameter
concentrations and unit area loads for headwater sub-basins were calculated directly from the
measured median concentrations as shown in Appendix B and the sub-basin flow data as shown
in Table 4. The sub-basin yearly average concentration was equal to the product of the measured
base flow median concentration times the fraction of base flow to total flow plus the product of
the measured storm flow medium concentration times the fraction of storm flow to total flow.
This yearly average sub-basin concentration represents the annual flow weighted average
concentration for the sub-basin. However, yearly average concentrations and unit area loads for
non headwater sub-basins and sub-basins receiving point source loads were not calculated
directly because of the uncertainty of upstream load contributions from upstream basins or point
sources. In order to detennine concentrations and loads for non headwater sub-basins, modeling
was used.
Parameter yearly average concentrations were modeled using the data from 16 headwaters sub-
basins sampled (Table 2), the land use information (Table 1), the median storm and base flow
concentrations (Table 3), and the storm and base flow rates (Table 4). Two of the headwater sub-
basins (110 Lake Wedington and 440 Upper Moores) were not used in the model because both of
these sub-basins contain lakes that could effect parameter concentration and load discharges. A
model was developed based on total phosphorus, total nitrogen, and total suspended solids.
A multiple linear regression analysis was performed between the headwater sub-basin yearly
average concentration and the land use percentages in each sub-basin (Appendix C). This model
was then used to calculate a yearly average concentration in each of the non-headwater sub-
20
basins.
The calculated and modeled yearly average concentrations for each sub-basin was multiplied by
the total flow to determine the total load and the total load was divided by the area to determine
the load per unit area.
Table 5. Non-Point Source Total Phosphorus
Table 6. Non-Point Source Total Nitrogen
Table 7. Non-Point Source Tot
Tables 5, 6, and 7 have been ranked by both concentration and unit area loading from low to
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the ranked unit area loading graphically.
21






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The sub-basins were prioritized on the basis of annual unit area loads in kg/ha-yr. Three
different prioritization rankings were developed based on three different parameters. The
parameters that were emphasized were total phosphorus, total nitrogen, and total suspended
solids. Each parameter prioritization was divided into three approximately equal priority ranking




Total Phosphorus 0.05-0.065 0.065-0.95 0.95-1.85
Total Nitrogen 0-5 5-15 15-52
Total Suspended Solids 5-75 75-170 170-324
Figures 4,5, and 6 show the magnitude of the unit area loading for all the ~;ub-basins and,
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the locations of each sub-basin and its priority of either LOW,
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Figure 7. Total Phosphorus Priorities
29
Figure 8. Total Nitrogen Priorities
30
Figure 9. Total Suspended Solids Priorities
31






































































































































































































GIS CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ILLINOIS RlVERWATE:RSHED
I
GIS CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ILLINOIS RIVER WATERSHED
H. 
Don Scott, Tina S. Hays, and Marty J. McKimmey
Department of Agronomy
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Digital characterization of the Illinois River Watershed
involved the creation of several primary data layers
consisting of natural resource information. Natural resources
of the watershed such as soils and geology were not originally
available in digital format. These data layers were converted
to a digital format by means of scanning or digitizing.
Software
The GIS software Geographical Resources Analysis Support
System known as GRASS was utilized in this research. GRASS is
public-domain image-processing
GIS,
written in the ca
programming language and runs under the UNIX operating system.
GRASS was originally designed and developed by researchers at




modeling provides for calculatingbecause it means area
statistics for layer,category thematiceach map on a map
combination of categories selected from several maps to make a
of of alland tabulation coincident occurrencesnew
map,
categories from another map layer (Burrough, 1986) .
used in this study includedother computer software




andCIS LTPlus used forwere
scanning and editing base maps for GIS
inp t.CI,
imagean
processing package, was used to classify satellite imagery for
updating landuse and landcover information in the watershed
Pathfinder and Touchdown are software distributed by TRIMBLE
for
downloading and correcting data collected with global
(GPS)positioning units
Hardware
The hardware utilized in this study consisted of SUN
5, and 10)SPARCstations (models 1, which operated on a UNIX
pl tform,
an Altek AC-30 digitizer, 486Tangent
,
Context
FSS8000 size E scanner, and a Trimble GPS Basic Receiver.
Digital Database Development
.Data required for watershed studies typicallyare
obtained through field
w rk,
from and from variousmaps,
technical publications. Compilation of the various types of
data and determining the necessary input parameters to run a
model
herefor ,
is usually time-consuming and expensive. a
large percentage of this research was dedicated to creating a
digital geographic database for the Illinois River Watershed
The Illinois Watershed boundary andRiver associated
sub-basins manually interpreted from 1:24,000were
7.5 minute quadrangles by personnelGeological Survey (USGS)
the University ofin the Civil Engineering Department at
2
Arkansas.




boundary and location of the 7.5 minute quads in the watershed
are shown in Figure .1. Coverage of the study area encompassed
all
portion
of 23, 1:24,000or scale, 7.5 minute USGS
quadrangles (Table 1).
Table 1. USGS 7.5' quadrangles and
compilation in the Illinois River Basin.
of originalyear















































data layer of dataset describing theA map or is a
spatial variation of one characteristic in a geographic area
(Tomlin,1990) 
. The primary data layersor region or
attributes for this study were obtained from various sources
in digital or map format and at varying scales and resolutions
(Table 2) . Figure 1 shows the Illinois River Watershed
boundary and locations of pertinent 7.5 min quadrangles.
3
Table 2.sources.Primary attributes, scale resolution,or and
Attribute Scale/Resolution Format Source
Elevation 30m and 80m digital USGSa
Roads 1:100,000 digital USGS
Hydrography 1:100,000 digital USGS
1972 LULC 1:250,000 digital USGS
1985 LULC 1:24,000 mylar OSUb
1992 LULC 30m digital CASTc
Soils 1:24,000 mylar NRCSd
Geology 1:24,000 paper AGCe
a un:1:-cea ::i-ca-ces lieOl.og:1:cal. ::iurvey
b Oklahoma State University
C Center for Advanced Spatial Technology
d Natural Resources Conservation Service




roads and trails, 2)
railroads, 
and 3) pipelines, transmission
1989)
lines, 
and miscellaneous transportation (USGS,
Geology
The surface geology of the Illinois River Watershed was
first thematic data layer to be completed. The source
maps were provided by the Arkansas Geological Commission (AGC
at scale of
1:24,000.
Source interpreteda maps fromwere
aerial photographs or 7.5 minutefield surveys and drawn on
topographic quadrangles. After this stage
complete,
thewas
geology transferred to stablemaps were medium ofa more
vellum.
These manually digitized to record themaps were
surface geology and major faults of the watershed. Digitizing
to reduce editingthe geology maps was selected over scanning,
time.
If the maps were scanned, the removal of contour data
from the topographic quadrangles would have been extremely
-consuming.
The infirst step the digitizing procedure of geology
was the creation of a registration file (GRASS command





files contained information the datum,
proj ction,
andon
associated coordinates of quadrangle corners. The coordinates
are referred control pointsquadrangle corners to as
secured the digitizing
bl ,
itOnce toa map was was
registered the control points contained itsto in
corresponding registration file. Residual mean averages below
"7
2.0 were required in the registration process to meet national
cartographic standards. Once properly registered, the maps
digitized by tracing thewere formation contacts and fault
lines with the Altek-AC30 digitizing puck.
After all geology maps had been digitized and labeled,
it was necessary to build topology of the newly created files.
This was accomplished by running the GRASS command v.support.
In order to produce seamless of thea coverage study
area, each 7.5 minute quadrangle was edge-matched to adjoining
quadrangles.
Edge-matching involved the alignment of
formation
contacts,faul s,
and attribute codes across
adjoining maps. At this stage, anomalies of surface geology
found between certain quads.were Mismatches were usually
found between adjacent quadrangles that mapped bywere
different geologists times.at different The most common-
problem encountered during edge-matching result ofwas a
different classification schemes. Classification differences
between maps were usually a result of geologic units having
been combined but noton adjacent Anone map on an
map.
example of this is the Mpfb geological
orm tion.
The Mpfb
formation is Mississippian in and ofconsistsage a
combination of Pitkin limestone, Fayetteville Shale and
Batesville sandstone. areas ofIn the watershed, thissome
formation was broken down and mapped as the separate units.
Where this occurred, the units simply combined towere
8
construct the Mpfb formation. To avoid further interpretation
or field work, the lower level of detail concerning the Mpfb
formation kept consistent in thewas ofdevelopment the
geologic primary data layer of the Illinois River Watershed.
In some cases, it was not evident how to correct mismatches
across quadrangle boundaries. Corrections of this nature were
made possible after personal consultation with Dr. Boyd Haley
of the AGC in Little Rock
Once edge matching of formation contacts was completed,
copy of each digitala geology map was made and edited to
produce a new map consisting of fault information only. The






original digital geology maps were then edited to remove fault
information, 
except in places where a fault or a portion of a
fault formed a contact between geologic units. After all fault
files created and labeled, procedures similar to thewere
edge-matching discussed previously were completed to generate
a continuous surface of mapped faults in the wcltershed.
Land Use and Land Cover
Landuse several different ofaspectsencompasses
relationshippeople's to the environment (e.g., activity,
ownership, land quality). is represented by theLand cover
natu.ral and artificial compositions covering the earth's
surface at a certain location. For example, the land cover for
9
a given area might be classified as deciduous forest while
land use of that same area is classified as a wildlife refuge
(Avery and Berlin, 1992).
1985 LULC
A cooperative agreement with Oklahoma State University
provided the land use data for 1985. The land use maps were
originally developed by the Lockheed Corporation from 1:24,000
scale aerial photographs. Interpretation of landuse/landcover
data were copied from the aerial photographs to an acetate
medium.
Scanning the source materials was chosen over manual
digitizing
time.
to However, these thinsave acetate maps
proved difficult to scan unless they were attached to stronger
material (e.g. paper). Most maps were scanned at 400 dpi (dots
per inch) in a rlc format. This format was chosen due to the
ease of importing rlc files to LTPlus, the editing software.
Source of had numbersLULC identifyingmaps different
categories that had to be removed in the editing process. Each
quadrangle was checked in LTPlus in a cross-track motion from
top to bottom to check for unwanted tags, holes,spurs,
gaps in the scanned linework. Editing was complete when every
quadrangle of the watershed had been assembled and ready for
import to GRASS for edge-matching and labeling.
Edge-matching adjoining quadrangles was accomplished in
the v.digit module of GRASS. A quadrangle was displayed in the
10
active window of v.digit and the adjoining quads were then
overlaid to evaluate line matching across quadrangle borders.
If two lines did not match across the quad boundaries, then
each line was moved half the distance of separation to meet in
the middle. There were some instances where a polygon had no
lines to join with across adjoining maps. In this case,
unclosed polygon, according to its size, had to be removed or
closed theat quad boundary. Smaller polygons simplywere
removed and larger polygons were closed with the quad boundary
interpreted as their area edge.
The labeling process was also completed in the v.digit
module.
The classification scheme for categorizing the 1985
LULC was similar to the level II categories of the 1972 data.
The main difference occurred in the categories of animal
confin ments.
Personnel expanded thisat osu category
quantifying how many chicken houses or swine operations
located at a particular site. For example, the USGS category
of 23 indicates confined animal operations. Personnel at OSU
expanded this category by specifying the type of confined
animal operation and the number of confined animal houses
present at a particular site (see Table 3). For example, the
OSU category of 254 describes an area of broiler production
with 4 houses, and category 278 indicates a hog breeding farm
with 8 houses.
The 1985 landuse/.landcover greatly enhanced the digital.
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Table 3. 1985 Landuse and Landcover categories developed by
personnel at Oklahoma State University.
Category # Description
10 Residential -Single family!
11 Residential -Multi family
12 Residential -Mobile Home Parks
13 Commercial and Services
14 Industrial
15 Transportation, Communication, Utilities
16 Commercial and Industrial Complexes
17 Mixed Urban
18 Other Urban








30 Other Agricultural Land
31 Herbaceous
32 Shrub and Brush








100 Waste Treatment Plant
251 Poultry (Broilers) -1 house
252 Poultry (Broilers) -2 houses
253 Poultry (Broilers) -3 houses
254 Poultry (Broilers) -4 houses
255 Poultry (Broilers) -5 houses
256 Poultry (Broilers) -6 houses
257 Poultry (Broilers) -7 houses
258 Poultry (Broilers) -8 houses
259 Poultry (Broilers) -9 houses
261 Poultry (Egg layers) -1 houses
262 Poultry (Egg layers) -2 houses
263 Poultry (Egg layers) -3 houses



















Poultry (Egg layers) -5 houses
Hog Breeding -1 house
Hog Breeding -2 house
Hog Breeding -8 houses
Hog Rearing -3 houses
Hog Rearing -4 houses
Hog Rearing -5 houses
Hog Rearing -6 houses
Hog Rearing -7 houses
Poultry (Broilers) -10 houses
Poultry (Broilers) -11 houses
Hog Breeding -16 houses
Hog Rearing -10 houses
Hog Rearing -11 houses
Hog Rearing -12 houses
Hog Rearing -16 houses
Hog Rearing -28 houses
database for the Illinois River watershed. Quantification of
the confined animal operations located in the watershed and
the higher resolution was a great improvement over the 1972
USGS landuse/lancover data
1992 LULC
Satellite imagery for the watershed was provided through
a cooperative agreement with the University of Arkansas Center
for Advanced Spatial Technology (CAST). The satellite imagery
October 10, in the fall of 1992 from thewas obtained on
Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) The TM
sensor.
sensor
simultaneously collects radiance data in seven narrow spectral
bands ranging between 0.45 and 12.5 Fm. Band designations and
spectral ranges are presented in Table 4. Bands may be viewed
at time to determine land characteristics,one a or a
13
combination or ratio of bands to enhance resource mapping.
Table 4. Characteristics of the Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper.
(Source: Fundamentals of Remote Sensing and Airphoto
Interpretation, 1992)




1 0.45-0.52 Blue-green 30
2 0.52-0.60 Green 30
3 0.63-0.69 Red 30
4 0.76-0.90 Near IR 30
5 1.55-1.75 Mid IR 30
6 10.40-12.50 Thermal.IR 120
7 2.08-2.35 Mid IR 30
The PCI imagery processing software was used to classify
the satellite imagery. Image classification is an information
extraction process that involves the application of pattern
recognition theory to multispectral
images.
Image
classification involved the analyses of the spectral
properties of various surface features of the image
sorting the spectral data into similar categories. Categories




classification refers to the extraction of dominant spectral
patterns that within image and theirresponse occur an
subsequent identification with ground truthing ancillaryor
data.





technique to automatically group unknown pixels into spectral
classes.
The ISODATA procedure of the PCI software was used
in the unsupervised classification of the Illinois River
Watershed
imag ry.
This procedure entailed specifying the
spectral bands to be classified and the maximum and minimum
number of clusters to be generated from the ISOCLUS clustering
a gorithm. 





were specified along with bands depicting wetness, brightness,
and whichgreenness generated fromwere a tassel-cap
rith .
The maximum number of clusters specified 60was
with a minimum of 20. The result of the ISOCLUS clustering
theme map withalgorithm was a 59 clusters encoded with a
unique
level.





and barren. The landuse categories were then given a
unique color with a pseudo-color table.
One of improvement in previousarea landuse/landcover
classification methods of the watershed was established with
the distinction between fescue and bermuda pasture
ands.
This was accomplished by utilizing supervised classification
t chn ques  
In the supervised approach, example fields of each
type located from which the computer softwarecover are
computes spectral First, it
si na r .
towas necessary
obtain training areas of the two forage types on the ground.
Training areas were used to "train" the computer to recognize
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each pasture bytype using the spectral of theresponse
example pixels within designated field boundaries to compute
spectral signatures (PCI Users Manual).
Training of fescue andareas bermuda grass were




accomplished by collecting data in a single position for a
significant period of time to accurately determine the
location of that point. Kinematic positioning is the process
of collecting data while in motion
(Hurn,
1989) . Static
positioning methods used when conditionswere notwere
suitable to drive the perimeters of fields. This procedure was
used external antenna topwith an of the
veh cle.
Theon
forcoordinates different fields downloaded towere PCa
(model type) using the Trimble software
Pathfinder.
This
software was also used to run differential corrections on the
data collected to defeat selective availability errors
introduced into by theGPS us of
Defe se.
Department
Differential corrections works by using base station files
collecting GPS signals from a known NGS (National Geodetic
Survey} control point to calculate error in GPS signals to the
r c iv r.
Soils
The source maps of the soil data layer were provided by
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) in Little
16
Rock in two formats based Order II soilon ofsurveys
Washington and Benton
counties.
The first format was a
1:24,000 scale hand-drafted Mylar. The second format was
compiled from orthophotographic bases at a scale of 1:20,000.
Order II incorporate fieldsurveys procedures which
include plotting of soil boundaries by observation and by
interpretation of remotely sensed data (U.S.D.A., 1993) .
ofComponents units phasesthe delineated map of soilare
series phases of miscellaneousor Delineations
areas.
are
variable in size depending on landscape complexity and survey
objectives.
The minimum size delineatj.on for a soil map scale
of 1:24,000 is 5.7 scale ofacres while a soil map with a
1:20,000 is 4.0 acres.
Several computer software programs utilizedwere to
complete the soil primary data layer for th~ Illinois River
Watershed.First,
the scanning software CAD Image/Scan was
used to bring the soil into digitalmap raster format.a
Scanning was chosen for the soil maps due to the complexity of
the soil line work.
Also, 
scanning is quicker and considered
to be more accurate than hand digitizing soil lines.
Editing the raster soil map was completed using software
developed by the National Forest Sez:vice and LTPlus
NRCS,
(Line Trace Plus). Edi ting was neces,sary on the hand-drawn
remove any tags of overlapping soilsoil maps to close gaps,
lin s,
and to reduce the soil lines to a one pixel width.
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The resulting image was then converted into a suitable format
to be imported into GRASS for labeling. After the labeling
process was completed, the soil quads were patched together
for a seamless coverage of the Illinois River Watershed.
GRASS has MAPGEN interface which producesa vector-
plotted The MAPGEN interface module
maps.
used towas
check ofgenerate plots soil produced for theevery map
w tershed.
Check plots served as a quality control mechanism
to ensure accuracy of line work and labeling. If errors were
found, the maps were corrected and updated. Secondary soil
data layers such as hydrologic group, pH, erodability factors,
percent organic carbon, or percent clay were generated for
modeling P and sediment transport in the watershed.
Elevation
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) used derivetoare a
wealth of information about the morphology of a land surface
(USGS, 1990). A DEM consists of a sampled array of elevations
for ground positions that usually regularly spacedatare
intervals.
The Soil Physics Lab obtained elevation data at a
resolution of 80m all quadrangles located infor the the
Illinois River Watershed. Secondary attributes of slope and
aspect were produced from this 80m data layer using the GRASS
The algorithm used to determine slopecommand r. slope. aspect.
and aspect used a 3x3 neighborhood around each cell in the
elevation file. The resulting slope map layeJ:- contained slope
18
values stated in degrees of inclination from the horizontal
The raster aspect map indicated which directions the slopes of
the watershed were facing. The aspect categories represented
the number of degrees from east (CERL, 1993). Generated slopes
and aspect are averages of each cell
thus,
the larger areal
coverage of each cell, the more inaccurate the generated data.
As the resolution of the DEM is increased, the quantitative
description of the topography is increased.
There was only partial coverage of the watershed at 30m
resolution.




Elkins, Lincoln, prairie Grove, and West Fo:r'k. The lack of




Digital Characterization of the Watershed
Characterization of the Illinois Ri ve:r Watershed was
accomplished by generating areal statistics the variouson
primary data layers using the r.report module of GRASS. This
module allows the to establishuser series ofa report
parameters to be applied to a raster map layer, and creates a






cells, or percent cover.
The Illinois River Watershed is subdi'vided into nine
major basins including,the: Upper Illinois, Clear Creek, Osage
Creek, Muddy Fork, Middle
Illinois,
Flint C:reek, Cincinnati
Creek, Ballard Creek, and Baron Fork (Figurl: 2). The areal
extent of the basins in the Illinois River Watershed is given
in Table 5. Osage Creek is the basinlargest which
encompasses nearly 30% of the total watershed. Ballard Creek
is the basinsmallest and comprises only 3.65% of the
watershed.
The Muddy Fork basin, which has be!en the focus of
several water quality research projects, is located in the
south-central portion of the watershed.
The major basins of the Illinois River vvatershed can be


















Table 10. Areal extent of pasture land and slope
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explained in the report, multiple linear regression was used to estimate average annual
concentrations of nutrients in sub-basins with contributions from other upstream basins
and/or wastewater treatment plants.
The 
relationships were developed using percent land
use of the following types: urban, pasture, forest, confined animal and roads. The
coefficients detemlined were applied to the sub-basins using an equation in the fOml




= Intercept / Constant
n = Coefficient for each type of land use
.n = Percentage of each type of land use
The coefficients developed for total phosphorous, nitrate-nitrogen, total Kjeldahl
































































The following figures illustrate the correlation between modeled values and measured
values for each of the constituents listed above. Measured values are plotted on the
abscissa nd modeled values on the ordinate in each case.The diagonal line represents a
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DATA QUALITY AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
IV
DATA QUALITY AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
The results of the data collected was usedl to evaluate the
water quality of the thirty-seven sub-basihs of the Illinois
River in Arkansas and to prioritize the sub-basins for later
implementation of non-point source POlluti r n controlprograms. 
No regulatory decision~ will be, made based on
these results. However, the quallty of th data will be
sufficient for use in development of standards and Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) development.
1 Precision and Accuracy: !
Estimates of chemical characteristics of water at any
time or site within 10% were considered satisfactory.
Representativeness:
Sufficient data was collected during low and high flow
conditions so that the data represented the variation
in base flow and storm nutrient runoff. Adequate
sampling of storm hydrographs was conducted to evaluate
the data from the rising, crest and falling stages.
3
Completeness:
At least 73% of the data as intended in the design was
collected (66% required), it should be sufficient to
estimate representative nutrient concentrations and
transport rates.
parability:
Comparability of data is assured by reporting all data
in a standard format. Field personnel were trained in
the use of necessary instrumentation, I sampling
Iprocedures and sample handling. i
Data Quality Objectives:
The results of sampling operations combined with the
GIS databases developed are considered to be sufficient
to evaluate the overall quality of the Arkansas portion
of the Illinois River basin and the associated sub-
basins and the effects of land use practices upon water
quality in the region.
Sampling Procedures:
Four hundred and ninety one
over a period of two years.
(491 samples were collected
Base Flow Water Quality Samples: One hund r ed ninety one
(191) water quality samples (grab samples) were collected
during five seasonal sampling periods withn the two year
sampling window. At least one sample was ~aken at each of
the thirty-seven sub-basins during represdntative, seasona
low or base flow conditions. In addition tlo the stream
samples, seven (7) point source contributdrs were sampled
and where possible, plant records of perm~itted effluent
characteristics for at least two years were acquired. Flo'
rate measurements (where applicable) were I!determined with
the use of an appropriate flow meter. Ex~lsting gauging
stations were utilized wherever possible. I: Stream cross
~ectio~s were surveyed ~nd ?auging staffs+-l.i~stalled at the
lntensl vely sampled baslns In order to obi!aln better
estimates of flow.
Storm Event Water Quality Samples: Water !quality samples
(grab samples) were collected at eight sel l~cted sites during
storm events. Water elevations were meas~~ed and flow rates
were estimated at the selected sites duri~g these storm
events. A total of 293 storm samples werel! taken. Basins,
not including reservoir outlets, were samPI~ed at least twice
during storm flow events. i
General Sampling Procedures: Samples weref manually
collected grab samples from surface water streams.
Temperature, dissolved oxygen and pH were ~easured at the
time of sampling for base flow samples. Ipstruments used
for field measurements were calibrated imm~diately before
use according to standard procedures. The water quality
parameters measured and units for reportin~g are listed in
Table 1. Grab samples were collected directly into or
decanted into clean, 1/2 gallon (1.89 litellr} disposable,
virgin polyethylene sample bottles with SClrew type caps.
Samples for nutrient analysis were preserv~d by the additioJ
of sulfuric acid to pH < 2. Samples for m;icrobiological
examination were collected in pre-steriliz~d disposable
containers. Investigators followed procedures for sample
collection and transport as outlined in the 16th Edition of
Standard Methods, sections 105 and 906. Samples were stored
on ice and transported to the lab wi thin sl~x hours.
Immediately upon receipt of samples at thei lab, lab
personnel preserved and stored samples in ~ccordance with
Standard Methods (16th Edition} sections 11b5 and 906.
Samples remained in the custody of the inv~stigator until
delivered to the laboratory. No more sampl~es were collecte
at one time than could analyzed by the labpratory within th





































A bound field notebook was used to record all information
about each sample. Table 2 lists information that was
included for each sample taken. At the time of collection,
samples were labeled with the information listed in Table 3
A copy of the field notebook(s) was kept in the investiga-
tor's office to avoid accidental loss of data. Copies of
analysis results were kept in the investigator's office and
on file at the laboratory.
Table 2
Information to be Recorded in Fiield Notebook
1. Sample identification number (unique for each
sample) .
2. Sample location.
3. Date and time of sample coll~ction.
4. Results of field instrument calibration.
5. Sample collection method
6. Results of parameters measur~d in the field
7. Name and signature of personl! collecting the
sample.








Date and time of sample collection.
Initials of sample collector.
Responsibility for Sampling:
Rodney Williams, research assistant, or persons designated
and trained by him will collect all samples, insure sample
custody and deliver the samples to the Water Quality
Laboratory.
Training Procedures:
All persons participating in sampling operations were




Calibration of and use of instrumentation used for
acquisition of field data.
Sample handling, transport and chain-of-cus~ody
procedures:
Internal Quality Control Checks And Frequency
Field Quality Control Checks:
Grab samples were split every twenty-five
pies.
251. sam-
2. For every twenty-five (25) samples collected a
field blank was made up by decanting reagent grade
water into a sample container in 'the field.
,aboratory Quality Control Checks:
1
These checks, splits, spiked samples, etc.




Laboratory Review of QA/QC
Enclosed is a MEMO from Dr. Paul F. Vendrell the Arkansas
Water Resources Center Water Quality Lab Director. This
letter states that "the water quality data generated from
laboratory analysis of water samples colle!cted from the
Illinois River and tributaries is of suffilcient quality to
accomplish the proj ect obj ecti ves".
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